Core Courses (#8)
Common across Engineering
Completed in 1st Year

Specialisation Courses (#36)
These are the courses that you need to complete to define the engineering discipline ("Specialisation") you will graduate with.
Completed from 1st year to 4th year

Major / Minor / Electives (#16)
These courses complement and build upon your specialisation. Generally done in 3rd and 4th year, but you may be able to do some courses earlier

#4 General Electives
Generally used in 1st year whilst you are trying things out, or catching up high school courses

Option 1: Complete an Engineering Major
#16 Major

Option 2: Complete an Engineering Minor and Electives
#8 Minor plus #8 of Electives in your Specialisation.

Option 3: Maximum flexibility with all Electives
#16 of Electives with at least #8 in your Specialisation.